Alumnus tells how he turned around Equifax, 2020-21 R&D winners are announced and Olin offers solutions to supply chain frustrations.

Olin podcast features alumnus

Hackers pulled off history’s biggest data breach when they pierced the defenses at Equifax. He took the company’s reins soon after. Now what? Also, look for a new episode today featuring another alumnus: Jason Wang.

And now, the 2020-21 R&D winners!

Professor Anne Marie Knott’s annual ranking identifies the smartest R&D spenders—those companies that spend big and provide the greatest returns to shareholders from that investment.

US health security at risk

Study finds more than 80% of active pharmaceutical ingredients for must-have medicines have no manufacturing source in the US.
Is it a good time to start a small business?

Yes and no, an Olin expert says. Meantime, there's growing evidence that the pandemic has spurred a small business boom.

Supply chain frustrations?

If you're a manager in supply chain, logistics, procurement, engineering, IT, R&D or sales, Olin is here to help.

Global Career Connection

Looking for talent? Join the Weston Career Center for a virtual career connection event on September 30. Alumni will be able to network firsthand with talented students that are pursuing highly concentrated Specialized Masters (SMP) degrees that would like to remain in the US while introducing them to their corporate brands.

Virtual Career Boot Camp

The Weston Career Center is offering a virtual career boot camp to assist with navigating career opportunities and transitions beginning September 8.

The eight-session series is designed to enhance the skills needed in today's ever changing market that is overcome with transitions and opportunities. Each session will be interactive and alumni will have the
opportunity to share their own experiences and ask questions.

**MBA Career Impact Week Mock Interviews**

On August 26, the Weston Career Center is looking for MBA alumni to participate in upcoming MBA virtual mock interviews. These practice interviews give students an appreciation of what to expect in a typical interview and an opportunity to refine their interviewing skills.

### Events

- **26 AUG**
  - “MBA Mock Interviews”

- **2 SEP**
  - “Careers, Trends, Opportunities and Challenges in Healthcare”

- **8 SEP**
  - “Virtual Career Boot Camp: Taking Charge of Your Career”

- **22 SEP**
  - “Virtual Career Boot Camp: Defining Your Personal Brand”
Find regional events in your area

Know someone who would be ideal for one of Olin Business School's programs? [Click here to refer a candidate](#) so we can follow up. Or if you're interested in continuing your business education, [let us know](#).

[Refer a Candidate]

[Thoughts, comments, questions? Email Olin.]
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